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Berenberg Macro Flash 

Is the UK recovery fizzling out now after investment fell Is the UK recovery fizzling out now after investment fell Is the UK recovery fizzling out now after investment fell Is the UK recovery fizzling out now after investment fell in Q3 in Q3 in Q3 in Q3 for for for for the first time in five quarters?the first time in five quarters?the first time in five quarters?the first time in five quarters? No, there were plenty 

of positive signals from the GDP details published yesterday that keep our forecast on track. We look for growth to slow a 

little further to 0.6% qoq in the fourth quarter, before the further stimulus in the pipeline and fading worries over geopolitical 

tensions push growth back up to 0.8% qoq by the middle of next year. 

 

First, the details, yesterday’s syesterday’s syesterday’s syesterday’s second release of Q3 GDP left growth unrevised at a solid 0.7% qoq, the seventh consecond release of Q3 GDP left growth unrevised at a solid 0.7% qoq, the seventh consecond release of Q3 GDP left growth unrevised at a solid 0.7% qoq, the seventh consecond release of Q3 GDP left growth unrevised at a solid 0.7% qoq, the seventh conseeeec-c-c-c-

utive increase.utive increase.utive increase.utive increase. Output was up 3.0% yoy. Excluding oil and gas output – which is in sectoral decline as the oil gradually runs 

out – GDP was 11.5% up from its post recession trough and 4.8% above the pre-recession peak. Consumption was the key 

growth driver while business investment and net trade detracted from the expansion, significantly in the latter case (see 

table).  

 

Plenty of temporary factors could explain investment Plenty of temporary factors could explain investment Plenty of temporary factors could explain investment Plenty of temporary factors could explain investment decliningdecliningdecliningdeclining, from the uncertainty over the Scottish referendum, 

which showed up in a modest rise in uncertainty among respondents to the Deloitte CFO survey, for instance, to core Eu-

rope’s travails. Responding to Vladimir Putin’s aggression in Eastern Ukraine, German businesses took fright, delaying in-

vestment plans and dragging the economy down to near stagnation. Internationally exposed UK manufacturing firms have 

been hit, explaining the drag on growth from exports in the third quarter. Worries may have spread to UK investment too. 

Both those factors have already, or are, fading from the headlines, which should allow business investment to grow again. 

That being said, business investment was dragged down by weak software investment. It is not obvious how that is related 

to Ukraine. 

 

Still strong investment. Still strong investment. Still strong investment. Still strong investment. Business investment rose 3.3% qoq in the second quarter, so the third quarter’s decline could just 

be the normal statistical noise for very volatile business investment. Investment has grown 6.5% over the past year. In any 

case, the statistics office’s first attempts at measuring spending are ropey and end up being revised, sometimes enormously. 

That is particularly the case for business spending. 

 

NearNearNearNear----term caution, but longterm caution, but longterm caution, but longterm caution, but long----term optimismterm optimismterm optimismterm optimism. Notwithstanding the arguments above, we remain cautious about near-term 

UK growth. Despite signs that Germany may be turning the corner now as fighting in Ukraine grabs fewer headlines (ZEW 

and Ifo surveys), we will still have to ride out another weak quarter of Eurozone growth. We look for the single currency area 

to stagnate in Q4, before returning to trend growth by the middle of next year. UK business investment could be revised 

down as well as up: it is just very hard to judge the extent to which UK business will delay investment in response to events 

across the channel. Board rooms across the country may also be wary of UKIPs rise raising the risk of an inconclusive gen-

eral election next May, and the chances of ultimate Brexit. 

 

There were There were There were There were some some some some good signals from the latgood signals from the latgood signals from the latgood signals from the latest GDP release all the same.est GDP release all the same.est GDP release all the same.est GDP release all the same. Perhaps most importantly, households’ total 

earnings rose 1.2% qoq in Q3 as employment boomed, after increasing 1.5% qoq in Q2. Earnings actually rose faster than 

consumption in the third quarter, which is a pretty healthy sign for the sustainability of the recovery. Consumers may not 

even have had to cut their savings again (there are more aspects of income than just wage earnings, so we will not know for 

certain whether savings rose or fell until next month’s more detailed GDP release). We remain optimistic. Political uncertainty 

is not helpful, but as long as it remains mild, the economy should be able to cope. Extra stimulus in the pipeline from falling 

energy and food prices, along with still declining mortgage rates, should give growth some of its fizz back next year. Wages 

are also showing signs of improving. The UK is not in the midst of an expansion like the go-go years before the crisis, but 

solid growth looks likely to stay. We forecast 2.8% growth next year, and 2.9% in 2016. 
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 Q3 2014Q3 2014Q3 2014Q3 2014    Q2 2014Q2 2014Q2 2014Q2 2014    Q1 2014Q1 2014Q1 2014Q1 2014    Q4 2013Q4 2013Q4 2013Q4 2013    

GDP, % qoq 0.7% 0.9% 0.7% 0.6% 

Household consumption, qoq    0.8% 0.6% 0.7% 0.3% 

Government consumption, qoq 1.1% 1.0% -0.3% -0.1% 

Gross fixed capital formation 1.0% 1.3% 2.4% 2.4% 

Business investment, qoq -0.7% 3.3% 0.9% 2.7% 

Stockbuilding, contribution to growth, 

qoq 

0.3ppts 0.2ppts -0.6ppts -0.4ppts 

Exports, qoq -0.4% -0.4% -0.4% 0.2% 

Imports, qoq -1.4% -0.3% -2.0% -1.4% 

Net trade, contribution to growth, qoq -0.5ppts 0.0ppts 0.6ppts 0.5ppts 

 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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